
Speaker XTZ Divine 100.49

It́s almost tempting to call this a budget speaker, but that could cause some misunder-
standings as it will cost you 4900 Euros. The explanation for this idea is that XTZ 
Divine offers an incredible amount of speaker for the money, regardless of what you 
compare them with. This is budget high end!

”Cheap” is subject to different interpretations in my opinion. A speaker can cost very 
little so everyone can buy it, or it can be so extremely good in respect to its price tag 
that customers think the price they are paying is very acceptable and that the product 
offers an edge compared to competing ones.
Divine has clearly got the potential to make people jump when they see the price tag if 
they haveńt yet heard the speaker.
XTZ call this the best speaker in the world in respect to the price. We like it when XTZ call this the best speaker in the world in respect to the price. We like it when 
manufacturers believe in their products, but going this far is could easily trigger a 
counter-reaction. XTZ is hardly the only ones manufacturing in China.

Heavy and solid
If you order these yoúd better know a sumo wrestler, or two, to help carrying them up If you order these yoúd better know a sumo wrestler, or two, to help carrying them up 
the stairs. They weigh in at 70 kgs a piece and come in a box not too easy to handle for 
one person. The design is also substantial, and it really does everything to mark it as a 
high end speaker. It́s simply solid and quite elegant.
The drivers are usually what draw the most attention, and of course XTZ have invested The drivers are usually what draw the most attention, and of course XTZ have invested 
heavily in these. It has never been possible to buy ceramic drivers from Thiel and Visa-
ton in this price range before, especially not together with these elegant aluminium 
woofers from the SEAS Excel series.
The driver setup in these speakers should guarantee a super clean reproduction along 
with the finest transient response, but we are soon to know when starting to listen to 
some music.
Using ceramic drivers in the midrange and top end you can simply forget all cheap 
electronics. It will end up the wrong way with a myriad of ear fatiguing details lacking 
resolution. It́s expensive to be a man, and nobody buys a Ferrari and puts on cheap 
Chinese tyres right? I dońt think so.
Unfortunately this is something you have to live with. Super high resolution drivers, Unfortunately this is something you have to live with. Super high resolution drivers, 
with very fine radiation patterns at that, demands quality that you need a certain level 
of knowledge to handle.  Besides, it́s always a good idea to know something about 
acoustic products and how to correctly match cables. The crossover filter is of course 
very high quality, but even the best components in the world are chanceless if the con-
structor doesńt know what hés doing. So as usual, I expect nothing until I have heard 
something. Obviously, the components are top class and the filter is perfectly matched 
to the components and cabinet. Anything else would be very surprising.to the components and cabinet. Anything else would be very surprising.

Differences between cables?
We are generally ”cable sceptical”, but here we have reached a level where ”every-
thing” becomes audible. You can simply find yourself in a situation where signal, 
speaker and even power cables can really alter the listening experience. These speakers 
really are that transparent.
We are still sceptical about anybody who describes differences between cables in terms 
of levels and different frequencies. The fact that this is actually not true can easily be 
proved by a relatively simple measurement. Will a cable reduce the volume level at a 
certain frequency, or is there simply something wrong with it? And then there are those 
who claim the volume level increases in some parts of the frequency range. How on 
earth could that be? Is there some sort of passive amplifier circuitry inside the cable? 
Hardly!
What you can experience however - when the room is good enough and you can distinWhat you can experience however - when the room is good enough and you can distin-
guish the speaker sound from the room acoustics, which is highly unlikely if you are in 
a regular living room, regardless how familiar you might be with it - is that the major-
ity of cables will cause some change in the sense of room and sound stage.
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